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The thermal signature of a surface vehicle, "SPRUANCE"
type destroyer, quantified by the signal to noise ratio of a
thermal seeking missile head is parametrically investigated.
The effects of the ship internal temperature, ship body
paint emissivity, sky condition, sun elevation angle above
the horizon, atmospheric profile, missile optics and flight
altitude are examined in detail. Results show that both the
ship body temperature and signal to noise ratio increase as
the incident solar energy and the ship body paint emissivity
increase and that the signal to noise ratio appears a peak
for sun elevation angle in the range of 40° to 60°. Moreover
the signal to noise ratio increases as the missile flight
altitude decreases and keeping the other parameters constant
higher values are found for the Midlatitude Summer atmos-
pheric profile than for the Tropical atmosphere.
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The basic function of a thermal-seeking-head missile is
to track on a surface vehicle using the vehicle's radiant
intensity. This operation is based on the fact that a moving
vehicle shows a generally higher surface temperature that
the environment. Reasons for this are the existence of
operating engines, resulting in both increased engine room
temperature and "hot" combustion products exiting into the
atmosphere from the stack, the operation of a number of
devices which result in heat generation, the requirement for
certain compartment temperatures comfortable to the crew,
and the incident solar energy on the painted metallic
vehicle surfaces.
Exact information about the heat seeking missile charac-
teristics is not available because of their classification.
Hence our study will be a parametric one in order to examine
the relative influence of a number of parameters on the
vehicle thermal signature which is quantified by the signal
to noise ratio of the thermal detecor head. The range of the
parameter values will be chosen using both experience and
unclassified information.
Exceptional cases such as operation of the vehicle close
to the coast or other vehicles, which could have similar or
higher temperatures, will not be considered. At this point
we must realize that the thermal interaction of the vehicle
with the environment is a very complicated phenomenon, and
its exact determination for the different parts of the ship
body is outside of the scope of the present work. Instead we
will consider a simplified case of uniform interaction for
all the ship parts with the environment (convection, radia-
tion, solar absorption energy) and will limit the source for
13
the thermal head detector enviromental noise only to that of
the sea water.
The main procedure steps of the present study will be :
To create a simplified model for the calculation of the
vehicle body temperature and to show what parameters affect
it and in what direction.
To determine the "hottest" vehicle area and combining
with the operating characteristics of the missile to calcu-
late the dimensions of the tracked area of the vehicle.
To calculate the total radiant intensity of the tracked
area of the vehicle in a certain wavelength range, where the
thermal detector head is operating.
To calculate the atmospheric transmittance , using
LOWTRAN 6, for each given combination of the parameters of
our interest in the given detector wavelength range and
consequently the radiant heat flux detected by the thermal
head.
To create an appropriate detector model that could show
optimum operation for the conditions of our problem, and
finally to calculate the creating signal-to-noise ratio
which quantifies the vehicle thermal signature and describes
the detector operational quality.
To discuss the relative influence of all the pertinent
parameters and to propose certain considerations about both
the vehicle and the missile.
Without expecting significant quantitative importance
for our results, due to the simplifications that have been
made, their qualitative importance must be more remarkable.
Parameters that will play significant roles in our study
will be :
vehicle internal temperature,
vehicle body paint emissivity,
sky condition,




instantaneous Field of View (I.F.V.) created by the
detector's optic system,
detector material.
The present work consists of five Chapters. In the first
Chapter we state the assumptions of the problem, we calcu-
late the vehicle body temperature, and we determine its
"hottest" area which is tracked by the detector. In the
second Chapter we use the LOWTRAN 6 program in order to
determine the atmospheric transmittance and in the third
Chapter we calculate the total vehicle and background
radiant intensity incident on the tracker aperture. In the
fourth Chapter we calculate the detector signal-to-noise
ratio for all the possible combinations of the parameters,
and finally in the fifth Chapter we discuss the relative
importance of each parameter and we suggest ways that could




In order to create an exact ship model, it is necessary
to acquire a significant amount of empirical data. For the
present study, and for several reasons, the available data
are limited, and are based only on the unclassified litera-
ture given in the first six references, with relatively
reasonable assumptions.
A. ASSUMPTIONS
All compartments of the ship have a uniform temperature
of 20°C=293.15K except the main engine rooms 1 and 2, which
have a temperature of 30 ° C=303 . 15K
.
The stack exit temperature is uniform and we study the
heat radiation from the exit plane neglecting the plume
radiation. Reasons for doing this are the non-uniformity of
the plume geometry and temperature distribution, and the
fact that it is cooled significantly in a relatively short
distance from the exit plane [Ref. 3]. We choose as stack
exit temperature 306 °F= 152 . 2° C=425 . 4K
In order to account for the heat convection from the
ship to the air we will use the relative wind-speed of 30
Knots. For this case we will have forced convection with a
heat transfer coefficient in the range of 5 to 10 (BTU/H
FT^R) or equivalently 28.4 to 56.8 (W/M^K) . We will not
account for the heat leakage from the ship body to the sea
water or for the heat loss due to the vaporization effect on
the wet surfaces above sea level. For this reason and in
order to be closer to reality we choose for our heat convec-
tion losses calculation the value of 10 (BTU/H FT^R) or 56.8




The present study will be in Mediterranean atmospheric
conditions and more specifically for the area of the Aegean
Sea. We will use two atmospheric profiles i.e. Midlatitude
Summer for months October through April and Tropical for
months May through September. The corresponding ambient
temperatures are 21°C=294.2K and 26 . 6 ° C=299 . 7K respectively
[Ref. 6].
B. GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL OF THE SHIP
In Figures 2.1 and 2.2 you will find the ship side and
top view respectively with the appropriate dimensions.
The material of the ship lower body construction is
constructional carbon steel with thickness 13.5mm and
thermal conductivity 54 (W/M K) [Ref. 9].
The material of ship body superstructure is duralaminum
with thickness 3mm and thermal conductivity 164 (W/M K)
.
These small values of the thickness and the high values
of the thermal conductivities for both materials result in
negligible temperature gradients inside the materials. Hence
it is reasonable to assume a uniform temperature throughout
the thickness of both materials.
Both structures are painted with gray paint i.e. the
emissivity and absorptivity will be spectrally independent
and equal between them. A typical value for oil paint emis-
sivity - absorptivity is 0.94 [Ref. 10:p.07] and for TiC^
gray paint is 0.87 [Ref. 4:p.278] both for temperatures
300K. From these values we observe that the available data
give us paint emissivity - absorptivity values in the range
of 0.90. Based on the facts that these values play a signif-
icant role in the determination of the ship body temperature
and that intensive research resulted in the production of
new paints with half the values of the already existing ones
[Ref. 7] we will use two (2) different values i.e. 0.80,
17
0.55. Therefore we cover the useful range of the existing
and the newly developed paints. At this point we must note
that we don't have any available information about selec-
tively absorbing paints that could exist and give the
minimum possible thermal signature and our assumption about
the equality between emissivity and absorptivity is inevi-
table as a first approximation. Moreover the solution of the
problem for two (2) different emissivities constitutes a
good research point for the relative influence of this
factor.
The emissivity of the interior surface of the ship body
will be approximated as that of stainless steel which is
0.44 [Ref. 4:p.278].
C. SOLAR HEAT FLUX IN THE SEA LEVEL SURFACE
In Figure 2.3 you will find the illuminance levels on
the surface of the earth due to the sun for three different
sky conditions i.e. Unobscured Sun, Sun with Light Clouds
and Sun with Heavy Storm Clouds as a function of the eleva-
tion angle above the horizon. These three sky conditions and
the elevation angle above the horizon will be two more
parameters in the solution of our problem.
Since the given values in Figure 2.3 are in photometric
units (Lux) and we want to convert into useful radiometric
units (W/M^ ) we have to determine a conversion factor.
We know that the maximum incident solar flux on the
earth surface is approximately 900 (W/M^ ) [Ref. 10:p.ll].
This value coresponds to 1.15*10^ (Lux) and therefore the
conversion factor will be:
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Using this conversion factor and the values of Figure
2.3 we obtain the normal component of the solar heat flux in
(W/M^ ) on a surface at sea level. Table 1 demonstrates the
above values
.
In order to calculate the values of the solar heat flux
falling obliquely on a surface we must introduce the inci-
dent angle and multiply the values of Table 1 by cosQ.
For a vertical face the angle is identical with the
elevation angle above the horizon. For a horizontal face
i.e. the deck in our case, the angle is the complement of
elevation angle above the horizon.







Figure 2.4 Control Volume for Determination of Ship
Body Temperature
In Figure 2.4 you will find the appropriate control
volume of the ship body and the pertinent energy flows that
are related with it. For simplicity the control volume has
25
unit area exposed to both the environment and the ship
interior. More specifically:
St, '• paint emissivity
a© : paint absorptivity (&»= a<, )
5,n : emissivity of the interior surface. ( £»*i= 0.44 )
To : ambient temperature
T.v, : ship compartment temperature
E^Yx' normal component given by Table 2
Q^ : net heat exchange of control volume with the
environment
net heat exchange of control volume with the
interior of the ship
convection heat transfer coefficient with the air
The absorbed solar heat flux is Es^'a© . The net heat
exchange with the environment is due to heat radiation and
heat convection i.e.
h :
Q„=£cO-( T^-T^^ )^h( T-Te ) (2.1)
The net heat exchange with the interior is due only to heat
radiation i.e.
Q.„=f^a( T'^-TA ) (2.2)
Energy balance of the control volume under thermal equilib
rium gives
:
Es^'a, =£.cr( T^-T^^ )+h(T-'];)+^cr( T'-T,^ ) (2.3)
or
F ( T ) = (6.+e.„) (tT '^ +hT - CT(eoT.'* -Hf,^",;; ) - hT„- E, • a^ = (2.4)
26
Equation 2.4 must be solved numerically. We will use the
Steffensen Recursive Method [Ref. 11]. The idea of this
method is that starting with an x close enough to the exact
solution S of the equation F(x)=0 then the sequence:
XMfXK-[fMxK)/ f(x,, + f(xK))-f(xK)] (2.5)
will converge very fast to the exact solution S.
In our case the equation is F(T)=0 and we are looking
for the value of T that satisfies it.
In order to obtain an initial value so that our sequence
will converge we use the value:
T,n= [ (Esn'a, ^^a'l;'* +5^T,; ) / (€.+e.^)(T] '"* (2.6)
The above initial value of T does not account for the
heat convection and for our purpose gives acceptable initial
values. Finally we stop the recursive formula when |Tu.*,-T^
|
is less than or equal to 10*^ .
In Appendix A, Tables 5 through 18 demonstrates the ship
body temperature for both horizontal and vertical faces, for
all the combinations of two (2) atmospheric profiles, three
(3) different sky conditions, two (2) internal (Tj^j) tempera-
tures and two (2) paint emissivities
.
E. DETERMINATION OF THE SHIP "HOTTEST" AREA
From the calculations in section D, we observe that the
higher ship body temperatures happen to be in the region of
the two engine rooms (higher internal temperature).
From the ship geometry^ it is obvious that the dimensions
of the engine room No 1 are greater than those of engine
room No 2. Therefore the total radiant intensity (W/Sr) of
engine room No 1 will be greater since for both regions we
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have the same normal components of radiance (W/cm^Sr). In
addition to that to each engine room there corresponds the
same stack geometry also going a 'hot' region too.
Under this simplified assumption we conclude that for a
heat seeking missile head the area of engine room No 1 from
the stack exit all the way down to sea level is the most
significant region.
At this point it is necessary to couple the ship with
some characteristics of the missile detector operation.
Without getting involved in details of the detector
operation, which will be studied in later sections, we will
determine the detector Instantaneous Field of View (I.F.V.),
so that we will know exactly the dimensions of the 'hottest'
area which will be tracked by the detector and therefore we
will be able to calculate the amount of radiant energy that
will be transmitted to the missile.
F. DETERMINATION OF THE DETECTOR INSTANTANEOUS FIELD OF
VIEW
The following range of data is based on our experience
and research, aiming to calculate a reasonable and useful
I.F.V. In Figure 2.5 you will find the corresponding
geometry
.
The range of the missile flight altitude will be from
50m to 100m above sea level. Since we want to reduce as much
as possible the background noise, the detector must have an
inclination with respect to the horizontal. We choose the
range for this inclination (angle <^ ) from 2° degrees to 5°
degrees
.
From general cosideration for the detectors [Ref. 4] we
know that I.F.V. is a function of the 'hottest' ship area
that the detector has to track.
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For the creation of I.F.V. it is necessary that the
detector accepts radiation from inside an area which is
related to an angle 25" generated by the detector mirror
system as in Figure 2.5 . From the same figure we conclude
the following:
e = 90''-<f -6
BC = AB + tanS
AC = (AB' + BC')"*
CF = AC«sin6
CG = 2CF = 2AC»sin6 = SIDE
AF = CG/2tan6 = PATH
Where :
CG represents the side of the I.F.V.
AF represents the distance or path length between detector
and the I.F.V.
AB = H : flight altitude
For simplicity we will consider that the shape of I.F.V.
is square with side equal to CG of Figure 2.5
In Appendix B Tables 19 through 29 demonstrate the
values of PATH and SIDE for all the possible combinations of
^, S and H. Program SHIP 1, in Appendix E, has been used for













































G. DETERMINATION OF THE DIMENSIONS OF THE TRACKED SHIP AREA
In the previous section we have shown that the detector
will track on the area of engine room No 1.
In Figure 2.6 you will find a three-dimensional sketch
for the engine room No 1 area. Before we start the calcula-
tions of the different surfaces we will explain why the side
of I.F.V. is greater than the width of the engine room No 1
which is Wi. = l, 620cm. We consider as useful that the I.F.V.
will include the whole area between sea level and the stack
exit plane. The total height of this dimension is:
Hi + H3+ H^+ He, = 720 + 900 + 360+180 = 2, 160cm
From the Tables 13 to 24, we choose for each flight
altitude and for constant 5=0.56° the minimum SIDE that is
greater than or equal to 2.160cm
Table 2 demonstrates the results of this choice
Based on Figure 2.6 we will now determine the character-
istics of each individual surface.
Ax = Wj. • Hi
Vertical face
T,v,= 303. 15K




















50 (m) 21.88 1119.34 0.56° 2.0°
60 (m) 21.97 1123.89 0.56° 2.5°
70 (m) 22.04 1127.25 0.56" 3.0°
80 (m) 22.09 1129.84 0.56° 3.5°
90 (m) 22.13 1131.96 0.56° 4.0°
100 (m) 22.16 1133.72 0.56° 4.5°






At this point we must notice that surface A5 corresponds
to the stack and, since we don't have information about the
insulation of this structure^ we approximate its temperature
with that of the surface with T = 303.15°K
At = 4.43«10'* cm^
Horizontal face
T,n= 425. 4K




For the order of magnitude of PATH i.e. the distance
between missile and ship we will approximate the thermal
emission of each individual surface as point source emis-
sion. These "point sources" will be:
(Aj.+ A^J , {Ax+ A,i) , As, A^, A^ , A« , A^ .
with corresponding mean altitudes from sea level:
Hmi- H„„= Hj_ / 2
H.,= H, + Hj/2
H^= H, + H^ + H^ / 2
H,^= H, + H5+ H^+ H^/2
H^,= Hi + H, + H,, + Hj,
Hm-»- Hi + Hj










III. ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMITTANCE USING LOWTRAN 6
A. DESCRIPTION OF LOWTRAN 6
•LOWTRAN 6 is the latest issue of LOWTRAN code that has
been designed to calculate the transmittance of the atmos-
phere over spectral bands from 0.25pm to 28.5pm along paths
of various inclinations and, of course, through different
atmospheric profiles and parameters.
In order to use LOWTRAN 6 program we have to fill four
(4) cards (groups) of input data.
Cards 1 and 2 require the significant meteorological
parameters for the atmospheric profile. Card 3 requires the
geometry of the problem i.e. initial and final altitude and
the path length. Card 4 is related to the wavelength range
and limits.
B. DATA USED
For card 1 we used data for the Mediterranean Sea and
more specifically for the Aegean Sea area and the region
from Crete to North Africa.
For this area we have two different atmospheric
profiles, namely Midlatitude Summer for months October
through April, and Tropical for months May through September
[Ref. 6].
For card 2 we used again data from [Ref. 6] for each
month individually and for card 3 we used all the possible
combinations between final altitude and PATH from Table 2
and for the initial altitude the mean altitudes of each
"point source" of the "hottest" ship area as given in
Section G of Chapter II.
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At this point we have to choose one more parameter that
will be needed for our problem : the wavelength range of
the detector operation. We decide that this range will be,
in first approximation, in the 5um window (i.e. >\=4.20pm -
)^=5.18(jm) [Ref. 4 : ch 5, p. 89].
Lowtran 6 has the advantange of giving us, besides the
average transmittance between two limits, the spectral
transmittance as well. From this spectral distribution we
can reject certain values of very low spectral transmittance
and therefore the wavelength range can be narrower. This
peculiarity will have an influence on card 4.
C. RESULTS
Running LOWTRAN 6 for all the flight altitudes of the
missile and for both Midlatitude and Tropical atmospheric
profiles, we observed that, for wavelengths less than
4.435|jm and greater than 5.0pm, the spectral transmittance
generaly shows values less than about 0.10. Deciding to
reject these low values we choose as the final spectral
range of the detector operation to be from 4.435um to
5.0um
In Figure 3.1 you will find the spectral transmittance
in the above range for both atmospheric profiles.
Using the final wavelength range we calculated the
average transmittance for all the possible combinations
between atmospheric profile, missile flight altitude and
individual "point sources" of the ship's tracked area.
Tables 23 to 46 in Appendix C demonstrate both the data and
total average transmittance for each month.
From the data of the above tables, it is obvious that
the influences of both missile flight altitude (from 50m to
100m) and the relative differences between the individual
"point source" altitudes (4m to 16m) are very weak on the
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average transmittance . Averaging in both directions in this
two dimensional table results in a unique representative
value for each month. Checking these average values we
observe again a relatively small difference between months
belonging in the same atmospheric profile. Since a unique
value of average transmittance of each atmospheric profile
would be very convenient for the calculations to follow, we
average over several months yielding the following final
values
:


















































IV. CALCULATION OF SHIP AND BACKGROUND RADIANCE
A. NORMAL COMPONENT OF SHIP RADIANCE DUE TO THERMAL
RADIATION
. The purpose of this calculation is to find, by inte-
grating the Plank's radiation law, the radiance in the given
wavelength range.
From Plank's radiation law we know that:
M^(T) =[2Trc^h/x^]«[l/(e^ -1)] (W/cm^ cm)
or





The above formula is in the form of:
M (T) = C«x'^ (e" -1)
Integrating this between the band limits >•
, >, , we will
find the in-band energy radiance [Ref. 4:p. 19].
Therefore
:
L^= fo/-nJM;,(T)dx=[C,£o/TT C^^l'T'**!.^ (W/cm^«Sr)
Where : ^^
OO
Zr lE.'ni'*[(m-x)^ + 3(m-x)2 + 6(m«x)^ + 6m-x+6]e-'*|
and x = Cx/^T
^i=2Lm •m"*[(m«x )^ + 3(m«x )^ + 6m*x+6] -
e***m'*[(m»x )^ + 3(m»x )^ + 6m»x+6]
In the above relations^ the temperature T is taken from
Tables 5, 18 in Appendix A.
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B. NORMAL COMPONENT OF SHIP RADIANCE DUE TO REFLECTED SOLAR
ENERGY
We have already calculated the normal component of solar
irradiance E incident on each ship surface. In the energy
balance calculation we considered that the solar energy
absorbed by the surface is E^^a,. Obviously- the amount
(l-ao)*E4^is reflected.
Defining as D(0-> ) the percentage of the solar constant





AD=D(0- 5. 000 )-D (0-4. 435) =0.2039546%
In conclusion we have that the normal reflected solar
energy per m^ from ^i = 4. 435pm to >vi=5.00pm is:
(l-ao).AD«E,„=(l-ae)-2.04-10-^-E»„ (W/m^)
In order to determine the normal component of radiance
due to reflection we must divide the above value by tr and in
order to transform into* cm^ we must divide by 10". Finally
the normal component of radiance due to reflection in
(W/cm^'Sr) from Xi = 4.435iam to >i=5.00pm will be:
LRAv=(l-ao )«2.04«10-^»Es„/'tT-10'*=(l-ao ) '4 . 08» lO"' -Ej^ (W/cm^^Sr)
C. NORMAL COMPONENT OF STACK EXIT PLANE RADIANCE
So far we know that the stack exit plane area is
4. 43*10'* cm^ and that the corresponding uniform temperature
is 425. 4K.
For simplicity we consider that the greater part of the
exaust gas is CO^ . Since CO^. is a selective emitter we need
to carry out the approximation shown in Figure 4.1 which
partially accounts for atmospheric absorption and approxi-
mates the peak with a constant emissivity over a limited
40
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Figure 4.1 The 4 . 4um Emission Band of CO^LRef. 12]
range. Taking the band to be from tX,=4.35um to ^x = 4.55um
and the emissivity 0.5 we find for the radiance:
L =e<,/M>dA =(^aTVTT )/ M.dx// Mxdx=(e.c7TVTT)«(0.05)
= (0.5)«(5.67-10'^* )«(425.4)''«(0.05)/Tr
= 1.478«10-^ (W/cm^-Sr)
Since our band of interest overlaps with half of the
4.4pm emission band of COi the above value must be divided
by 2. Therefore:
L^y.ag'lO"^ (W/cm'«Sr)
D. TOTAL SHIP RADIANT INTENSITY IN THE DIRECTION FROM SHIP
TO MISSILE
As mentioned in Section G of Chapter II, we will consider
the surfaces (A^ +A4i) , (A^+AjJ, Aj , A/,, Aj , A^ , A,, as "point
sources". For each source we know the corresponding radiance





Lis = L^vi "^ Lvi^Xj
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For Lt6 we have the unique value given in section C of
chapter III
In order to obtain the normal radiant intensity (W/Sr)
of each surface we must multiply the corresponding values of
each area and radiance. Doing this we take:
Iiw =Ln'Ai +Lt>.*A„





The important magnitude for us is the radiant intensity









/////// / 7777// //'"»/
Figure 4.2 Relative Position Between Surface- Missile
In Figure 4.2 you will find a sketch representing the
relative position between the surface and the missile. Based
on that we conclude this the radiant intensity will be:
I=Im«cosx for a vertical face
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I = It4*sinx for a horizontal face
where x=sinMH-H^/PATH)
The resulting relations will be:







E. BACKGROUND RADIANT INTENSITY
In the ideal case in which the detector tracks perfectly
on the ships "hottest" area and the square I.F.V. will fit
perfectly on that the detector will still see some areas
outside of the ship. This is due to the fact that the upper
construction of the ship has not a perfect rectangular
shape. Therefore the detector will receive signal from an
area of the sea that radiates behind the ship. Since this
signal constitutes noise for the detector, it has important
meaning
.
In Figure 4.3 you will find the geometry from which we
will determine the background radiant intensity. We must
notice that the sketch in Figure 4.3 has been magnified for
convenience in the ship region. In other words angle (0+S)
is very close to 90° and the side of I.F.V. AE is ASE is
practically equal to the ship dimension ABC.
AB represents the height of surface A^ [Figure 2.6] from
the sea level or AB=Hi+H^
BC then represents the path through which" the detector

































The width of this area is (SIDE-W^ ) which represents the
free horizontal dimension over the surface A-^.
From the geometry of Figure 4 . 3 we have:
DS=AS-SIDE




PF =H»tan(Q^5 + Gi )
PG=H»tan(0+2S)
FG=PG-PF
0i =0 + 6 + 0i +0i/2
MK=H»tan05
AREA=FG» [SIDE-Wg ] 'cosG^
Table 3 demonstrates the result of the above calcula-
tions for six different flight altitudes.
TABLE 3
Geometrical Parameters for Observed Sea Area
H (m) EG (m) ( d e p ) MK (m) AREA (m*)
50 33j. 67 8 e . U 1 b 1806 . 98 1 4 ^ . 9
60 2 3 . 5 U 8 7.915 16 4 8.07 131. 68





. 50 8b . 91 14 81.9^, 12 2.29
,
90 lib. 07 8b .4 1430 . 50 114.42
I
10 9 y . U 2 85.9 1395.07 111.50
For the sea water we know that the average temperature
in the geographical area of our interest is 13°C=286.15K for
Midlatitude Summer and 18 ° C=291 . 15Kfor Tropical atmosphere
[Ref. 6].
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For the sea water emissivity we chose the value of 0.96
[Ref. 10:p.07].
For the calculation of the normal component of the sea
radiance (W/cm^»Sr) in the range tS* =4 . 435vim to )^i.= 5 . OO^jm we
will use again the formulas from section A of chapter IV.
This value must be multiplied by the water emissivity
=0.96. For convenience we consider the observed area of sea
as a point source.
The normal component of the radiant intensity of this
point source it will be:
Iw*=Lk^;AREA
And in the direction leading to the missile will be:
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V. DETECTOR MODELING AND CALCULATION OF S/N RATIO
A. DETECTOR SYNTHESIS
We already studied the geometry of the detection problem
which shows us what the detector is required to do, and of
course from this side we are interested in the most real-
istic performance of the detector. Since we do not have
available experimental data that could show us the perform-
ance of the detector element we have to choose this
according to the literature.
From Figure 5.1 [Ref. 10] the possible choices for the
detector include photovoltaic or photocontactive Indium
Antimonide and Lead Selenide. The detailed data sheets for
these detectors [Ref. 12
: pp . 365- 368] show the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each. When they are compared
on the basis of D
" ,
photovoltaic Indium Antimonide is
clearly the best detector. A possible difficulty with this
conclusion arises when the responsivities are compared and
it is noted that value of Lead Selenide is 10 times higher
than it is for the other two types of detector. In an ideal
operating environment, that is, in which there are no extra-
neous sources of noise, the designer is interested in the
signal - to - noise ratio of the detector, as described by
D" and not the signal level, as described by responsivity
.
In advance we know that during the experimental trials
photovoltaic Indium Antimonide had the better performance.
Therefore we are led to the decision to use one element of
photovoltaic Indium Antimonide, and we can see the detailed
data for this material in Figure 5.2 [Ref. 12:p.368].
This one element will be placed • in the middle of an
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Figure 5.1 The D- of the Detectors in Each Atmospheric




Element FromO.l x 0. 1 to 10 x 10 mm.
sizes Rectangular elements from
available: 0. 1 mm wide. Circular elements —o












Less than 1 ^isec.









































































300* K 300* K
9=18.b' |(*=yU"
10.000 10' 10' 10'
Background photon flux (0-5. 4ji).
photon cm~^sec "'
Figure 5.2 Data Sheet for Photovoltaic Indium
Antimonide Detector [Ref. 12]
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. 9 = . 81 . The detector will be considered to be used
with a two-mirror system designed so that the detector
element will subtend area equal to the I.F.V. at a distance






Figure 5.3 System of Two Mirrors in the Receiver
We know that the area of the detector A is given by
Ad=wf 2
where
w=Instantaneous Field of View in (Sr)
w= (SIDE* SIDE) /(PATH) ^=(2200 •2200)/ (PATH)^ (Sr)
50
f=equivelant focal length
and for PATH we have to use the values from Table 2 which is
function of the flight altitude.
For the our purpose of work a very good and accurate
approach to calculate the equivalent focal length of the
system of two mirrors is the following.
First we have to choose the diameter of the entrance
aperture Do=12cm. This dimension is good enough to have an
aerodynamic shape in the nose of the missile. Thus from the






We can define the distance CO as the equivalent focal length
f =4 . 24cm
And
A^=wf'=(2200)2«(4.24) V(PATH)=^
Substituting the values of PATH for each flight altitude
gives A and the square root of this gives us the side of
the detector element .'Table 4 demonstrates the dimensions of
the detector element shows that with reasonable detector
size the I.F.V. at about 1125 meters slant path range will




The general formula that gives the signal voltage is:
- Vs = [A.«i;«R/(PATH)^]«[ /ip^-C^U^dA]
Where













50 1,120 0.83 >: 0.83
50 1,12M 0.83 X 0.83
70 1,127 0.83 X 0.83
80 1,130 0,83 X n , 8 3
90 1 ,132 0.83 X 0.83
100 1,13U 0.83 X 0.83
R :responsivity=2»10'' (V/W)
Ix: Spectral radiant intensity of the source
1,1: Spectral atmospheric transmittance
The above relation can be further simplified using
instead of the spectral transmittance an average one as we
determined in Section C of Chapter III i.e. 0.4711 for
Midlatitude summer and 0.4259 for Tropical atmosphere.
Taking Tat^'^ outside of the integral then the quantity
yi^dx becomes simply the inband radiant intensity of the
source which has been calculated in section D of chapter
III. Hence the signal voltage formula becomes:
Vs=Ao«r,-R'VI-!^/(PATH)^
In order to determine the signal voltage due to all the





The noise voltage is due to two main factors, namely the
background noise that is created from the background radiant
intensity and the noise from the optical system.
In Section E of Chapter III we determined the radiant
intensity of the sea region that the detector observes and
we named Iw (W/Sr). The noise voltage of this reason will
be:
V„»=A.«r.-R-VIv./(MK)'
where MK is determined in Figure 4.3 and indicates
the average path between the observed sea surface
and the detector.




D" :Detectivity with average value 9*10^^ [cm(Hz ) ^ ^
^
/W] in
the wavelength range >\=4. 435pm to >»r=5.00|am
A«i:Area of the detector as determined in previous section of
the present chapter.
R :Responsivity
Af : equivalent noise bandwidth
The equivalent noise bandwidth is given by
Af=l/2Ia
where
Td: dwell time (time required for the image of the target to




c:number of detector elements (1 for our case)




Q:size of search field in (Sr)
C*:: frame time (time required to scan the entire search
field). For our case we chose 10msec.
Therefore
Af=l/2li=a/2»wc =Q/2»wcTF
Figure 5.4 Total Detector Search Field
In Figure 5.4 you will find the geometrical representa-
tion of the total search field which will have total length
of 1000m and is scanned by the detector in =10msec.







dQ= [SIDE/ (PATH) ' -x' ] 'dx
Q=(SIDE) dx/(PATH)'-x'
Since (PATH)^ >500^ always, from the tables we get:
Q= (SIDE ) / 2 ( PATH ) [ In ( ( PATH+ x ) / ( PATH- x ) )
]
= (SIDE )/2 (PATH) [ln((PATH+500)/ (PATH- 500))
-ln( (PATH- 500 )/(PATH+ 500))]
=( (SIDE) /2 (PATH) )»ln[(PATH+500)/ (PATH- 500)]
^
a=((SIDE)/ (PATH))»ln[(PATH+500)/ (PATH- 500)]
Therefore
Af=(l/2(SIDE)«c-rF)»ln[(PATH+500)/ (PATH- 500)]
The total noise voltage is
And the signal to noise ratio is:
In figures 5.5 to 5.22 we can see the summary of the
results of the above calculation for all the possible combi-
nations of the relative parameters.
In Appendix D we can see the influence of sky condition
to S/N ratio for the two extremes flight altitude i.e. 50
(m) - 100 (m) and for all the combinations between atmos-
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. SHIP BODY TEMPERATURE
•Tables 5 to 18 of Appendix A show the effects of the
ship internal temperature, atmospheric profile, ship body
paint emissivity, sun elevation angle and sky condition on
the ship body temperature.
For both horizontal and vertical faces higher paint
emissivity and ship internal temperature result in higher
ship body temperature. Higher internal temperature corre-
sponds to less ship body heat losses towards the internal
compartments. Moreover higher paint emissivity (absorp-
tivity for gray paint) corresponds in higher solar energy
absorption and, for the 300K ship body temperature level,
the dominant mechanism of heat transfer is that of convec-
tion. Hence the increase of the paint emissivity does not
correspond to a significant increase of the energy radiated
by the ship body, and the net result is an increase of the
ship body temperature.
The sky condition appears to be significant as well. The
more clear it is the more solar energy there is incident on
the ship, resulting in an increase of its body temperature.
As far as the atmospheric profile is concerned, the
Tropical Atmosphere results in higher body temperature than
that of Midlatitude Summer since the ambient temperature is
higher and the ship body heat losses towards the environment
are less
.
The sun elevation angle above the horizon affects
vertical and horizontal faces in different ways. We know
that the incident solar energy at sea level is an increasing
function of the elevation angle. For an horizontal face the
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temperature appears to be an increasing function of the
elevation angle, the sine of which is used for the calcula-
tion of the incident angle effect. For vertical faces the
cosine of the elevation angle is used and the temperature
appears a maximum in the vicinity of 50°. The explanation is
that, up to this value, the increasing effect of the solar
energy dominates the decreasing one of the cosine function.
After the value of about 50° the first derivative of the
solar energy function becomes small and the cosine behavior
dominates so that the net result is a decreasing temperature
function from 50° to 90°.
As we see in the ship tracked area geometric analysis is
constituted from both vertical and horizontal faces, but the
vertical ones have much larger projected surface areas.
Therefore the radiant energy from the tracked area is due
mainly to that of the vertical faces and as we will see from
the S/N ratio results they appear maximum at a value of
elevation angle close to 50°.
B. DETECTOR S/N RATIO
Figures 5.5 to 5.22 show the effects of the sky condi-
tion, sun elevation angle and missile flight altitude on the
detector S/N ratio.
In general we observe that the variation of the S/N
ratio is similar to that of the ship body temperature. That
means that the radiant energy from the ship body due to its
temperature is the main thermal source for the detector. At
this point, it is useful to discuss the influence of the
stack exit plane thermal radiation. From our calculation we
know that the radiant intensity of the CO in the stack exit
plane has a magnitude of the order of lO** (W/cm^Sr) and that
of the ship body of the order of 10^ to 10^. Moreover the
stack exit plane area is much smaller than the total tracked
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area and the stack exit radiant flux is significantly
smaller than this of the ship body tracked surface.
Sky condition and the paint emissivity affect S/N ratio
similarly to the ship body temperature. The more clear is
the sky and the higher is the paint emissivity the higher is
the S/N ratio.
The atmospheric profile affects S/N in a different way.
While the Tropical Atmosphere gives higher ship body temper-
ature, it results in lower S/N ratios comparing with the
Midlatitude Summer. The explanation for that is that the
increase of the ship body radiance, due to its temperature
increase, is less than the background noise increase (higher
sea temperature). Moreover the atmospheric transmittance in
the Sum window for the Tropical Atmosphere is about 10% less
than this for Midlatitude Summer.
The missile flight altitude appears to be important as a
parameter. The higher it is the lower is the S/N ratio and
this decrease is higher between 50 to 70 (m) than between 70
to 100 (m) . The explanation is that although higher missile
flight altitude corresponds to lower background area (sea),
the path between missile head and ship becomes larger and
its square appears in the denominator of the signal voltage
formula. Therefore the net result is to give lower values of
S/N ratio.
The influence of the sun elevation angle above the
horizon is similar to that on the ship body temperature and
it has been discussed earlier.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the relative influence of each parameter which
has been varied in our analysis we recommend:
From the ship design point of view, lower internal
temperature or, when it is not feasible, better wall
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insulation, especially in the area where significant heat
generation exist. In addition to that, paint of low emis-
sivity and absortivity is desirable.
From the missile point of view we recommend lower flight
altitude. At this point we must notice that, lowering the
flight altitude, we will reach a point where the background
area (sea) will be very large, resulting in higher back-
ground noise and the coast or even the sun itself could
constitute background noise for the detector. Therefore the
flight altitude must be determined, in a certain design,
accounting for all these conflicting parameters. Another
solution could be the use of higher flight altitude, that
assures us low background area, and to improve the detector
optics design that will balance the loss of the signal
voltage due to the greater path length.
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APPENDIX A
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Data Used for Month October
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)










From Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
From Table 22 : Final Altitude
: Not Necessary to Define
From Table 22 : Path Length
: Not Necessary to Define






2255 : Initial Frequency
2000 : Final Frequency
10 : Frequency Increment
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Data Used for Month November
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program























Section G of Chapetr II : Initial Altitude
^able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month December
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program



















From Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
From Table 22 : Final Altitude
: Not Necessary to Define
From Table 22 : Path Length
: Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month January
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program






























Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
:able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month February
Midlatiitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
"Table 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month March
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
^able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month April
Midlatitude Summer
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Midlatitude Summer T and P Profile
Midlatitude Summer Water Vapor Profile
Midlatitude Summer Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
:able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month May
Tropical Atmosphere
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Tropical Temperature and Presure Profile
Tropical Water Vapor Profile
Tropical Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
:able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month June
Tropical Atmosphere
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Tropical Temperature and Presure Profile
Tropical Water Vapor Profile
Tropical Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)









Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
Table 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
Table 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month July
Tropical Atmosphere
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Tropical Temperature and Presure Profile
Tropical Water Vapor Profile
Tropical Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
:able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Data Used for Month August
Tropical Atmosphere
Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Tropical Temperature and Presure Profile
Tropical Water Vapor Profile
Tropical Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)














Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
:able 22 : Final Altitude
Not Necessary to Define
:able 22 : Path Length
Not Necessary to Define
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Slant Path Between Two Altitudes
Program Execution in Transmittance Mode
Tropical Temperature and Presure Profile
Tropical Water Vapor Profile
Tropical Ozone Profile
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program
Normal Operation of Program








Current Wind Speed (m/s)









From Section G of Chapter II : Initial Altitude
From Table 22 : Final Altitude
: Not Necessary to Define
From Table 22 : Path Length
: Not Necessary to Define
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DEL^A (L) ,1= 1,2T
,44,.4D,.U(J, ^'^5^::
3,4.
2 , . z4 , . ^6,
4, .56, .5"
.
• • 'J r 5
^d, . J, .
, . 0/
0/
















B = ii I) *rAN (TH)







rOBilAT (' 1 • 4< ' SIDE Of I UST A NT« N EC03 fI2LD
lDX,'FOn FLIGiii ailuHT-' f * .0, IX, ' .lETES:;'//)






; N T I :j J i








UtiITE(D,4a) (P!1I (K) ,:< = 1 , 7)
POHrtAi (zX, ' DELTA' , JX, 7 ( •i:HI=',

















?«0G«Ai1 Gill? TUEiuIA: oluIJAIJSE
DIrtEMSION 1(2, 2, J, n) ,i'IiSl^) ,2^(3,91) ,ESH(2,3,91) ,D(91)
DIflENSIO;i ilDLI2,^,J,Jl),aDL5(2,3,91) ,HDLTJ2,2,3,9 1)
DI MENS 10 a UI1 (3,J1) ,.;1^13,91) , Ji3 (3,91) ,aI4 (J,91)
DIMENSION UIJ(J,J1),:i7J,'i1)


































































































. i5 , 3 .


















































































Ido-O, 1 11934. 0/
197.0,1 123d9.0/
20^.0, 1 12725-0/













d, 5. o7E-0 8/
,15. ,20. ,25-, 30-, 35-, 40. ,45
, JO-/
.3, 93. 5, 147. 3, 19 5. 7, 250.7,
3
1,7o0. 7, dij. 0,354. 0,379.9,3
. 7, j9. 1,b4.4,91.7, 1 17.4, 14J
2,0 79.3,413.0,444. I,4b9.b,4
3,J.O, 13. 7,19. o, 25. 4, o2. J,
4

































































































































































d, 4. 9 75, 4. 963, 4. J50, 4. y3a, 4.
4. 354, 4 -343, 4- 03 1,4-319, 4-30





















































TO. 2 04 6, J. l-4jd,J. 1127,0.0 j2'V
DC 3 K= 1 ,-1









1S = 5« ( II- 1)
DO 1 L-.H,,;S
ES (K,L) =^.-S (K,;i.() - (^S (.<,;IN1 -13 (<,N)
)




Tr:i (^. f '*<) I T. LOAT (;JN-L)/5.
CALCJLAT-lUN 0? NCnilAi. C^.iiC:,iHZ3 tJF iS
DO fa 1=1.2
DC b K=l , J
DC 1* L=1,;l1
1H=0 (L) ?I/1cO.
IF (1.^3. 1) A = JIW ( :il)
IF(l.ZG-i) .^ = C3:-. I i:i5






FOn^la'i I ' 1 ' ,r)X, • ScLM-l CCriJIA:Ji -S IN W/-2'///)
URIIE to ,o)
FOntlAr (IX, "rtLi.. Afl.-.Lj." , .i.(, 'U JC jSC'J?£D ZZW , 1A , ' S'^U ..Hi) LIGiil CLCO




("i ir-,.) ,K=1 ,j)
p a .1 AT ( 1 X , f o . , a A , :• 1 J . ^ , 3 X. , f 1 J . ^ , 1 "4 X , n , ^
)
C C N II N U _
WRITE (3,11)
FOh.lAi' (' 1 '
.
' t'CjJAl CG.Il'ONE::.". i.f K\3I.-\NCC OJJ TO ^EflEClED SCLAa EM
?oa.iAi {*:)' ji., '.i^ic.jcuniu o!i!i ' ,3x, ' J;I^
1 I;] ON .aia .-iEAVV JiCiil CIOJDi'/
lEHGY V/IX, ' Iw .</ (C l2*;;f-) I .\ Tlli WI>luC^ CF 5 ;iIC3CflE:Hr'///)
IT a Li^ur llcjl)',2x,
/)
« a 1 1 E ( b , 1 J
1
FOKJAl (IX, VlL'imCn'
, ; X, J (• HCE ._juI.\L' ,2X, ' 7En:iCAL' ,2X) )
U G 1 1 E ( o , 1 4 )





1 ihClIi ll, J,L) ,i= 1, -)
FonnAr(ix,f4.j,jx,j(^io. , li.iij. *, ix) )
C P N T r *1 r















F2 = c;0*Sa*(X4-T04) fEi.N«Sfc»(X'4-Tit. +) tHCCWV* (XA-TO) -E3N(I,:<,L)*AC








































DO 27 J=I ,2
W3IIE(6,21) TIN(J)
FOaHAi (M ' dX, 'SHlf BOD'/ Tt^P iE Al UP.E IN K FOB T I.N = • , F7 . 2 , 1 X ,
1 'K*///)
• BITE (a, 22)
FOfiaiT ('IJ' ,'JX, "JI<03Sv:!J.iED 3Uh',J^,'SUN WIIH LIJHT CLCUU',2X,
1 'GUN KlTd HEAVY JiORrt CLOUDS'/)
BBIIE (o,2j)
FORMAT (IX ' ALTIIUOE' , IX, 3 ( MiCf I^LNIAI • ,2X, • VESriCAJ.' ,2X) )
UBIIE (o,/4)




3 . a^.. ^.. .av... v..i ;
a ill E (6,^5) 0(1) , (T (I,.], 1,L) ,1=1,2) , (T (1,3,2,1.) ,1=1,2) ,





CALLULAXIO.) UP NORMAL CO.nPCNE.U OF oPECT.tAL BAOIANCE IH THE
UiaDC* Of 'i BiCEC.IEXth (I.E. 4.435-5. QtC)
DC 32 1=1,2
DO 31 J= 1,2
DO 30 K=1,J




X2 =C2/ (I (I,J,ls,L) *b.0 00£-04
DC ^a J=l,3
A1 = FLuAf (J) Xl
















CALCOIATION OF .SORflAL COilPCNENT OF SEA RACIANC2 IN THE
BlhDOa Of 5 aiCHCHETER (I.E. 4-435-5. OOC)
S1=0.0
S2=O.0
X1 = C2/ ;TH*4.'435E-04)
X2 =C2/ {T1.*5.000E-D4)
DO 123 .1=1, d
A 1 = FLGAT (Ml 'X 1
A2 = f LUAT In) *X2
B=PLOAI (.I) »*4.
51 = j1 + cXP(-Al)«(Al**3.''-3.*Al*Al«-t3.«AH-o.)/B





FQBMAI ( M • , IX, 'NOa.lAL CC.IPCNENT OF GADIANCE I!i »/ (C.l2*Sa) ' // IX ,

























WBITE (0.34) riN (J)
31* FOhflAr (^i. 'THE iJiNuOW Of 5 -lICaC.IEliiB PCa TI1I= • , F7 . 2 , 1 X , • K '///)
35 roaaAi (*0' , -Jx, 'UNO8-3CURE0 ju:,' ,ax, 'suu with lighi clcud',2x.
1 ' S J N . I T ti
UHITE (o, 3o)
36 FOP.MAr ( li. ' ALIIIU
HBIIE (6,37)








1 (HUL (I.J, J.L) ,1= 1, 2)





HBIIE (6, 13d) TU, HDLW
FCatlAr (' 1« ,2X, 'SEA SADIA.NCE FOB Ik- • , Fb . 2 , 2 X , E 1 5 . 4)
CALCULATIO;! OF SHIP J'ISfACli AND THEIR CU «H ES PON DI N J Mk.i ELEVATIONS
FSOn THE SEA, INJICE IdS I N SI A NT A N EC U S DETECTOb FIELD CF VIEVJ IN THE









Hrta = HH-dJ ri4/2.
Ab = Ut3*d5
aM5 = U1*113 + H4*d5/^-
Ha6 = Hl riJtll4*ilb
A7 = SIDE»H7-PI«iJ4*«a/4.
Ha7=H1>dJ
CALCULATION OP THE SADIANT ISTEWSITi IN (n/SR) OF THE
:es
/-- ..-- f- .-. -.1
5 HIC30t1ETE2
SURFACES A1*A1 1) , (A2*A22) , Aj, A4, a5, A7 I N IH?/ 'J IN JO W OF
IN ibZ Dx?ECiIC;« sai?-.1ISSIL£
DO 42 K=1,3
00 4 1 L=1,9 1
ai1N = U3L(2-2,.-^,L) *i1*-[iDL(2,1,K,L) 'All
CI 1= (HElJHI-h:"!!) /PA.IH


























CALCULaTION Of SHIP SIGNAL V0LIAG2
DO 50 K=1,3
DO 49 L= 1, J1
VS li<,L)- (dll (K,L) +c<I2(K,L) *?1I3(K-L) ai4(K,L) *21b (K.L) Slb*
1 ai7 {K,i,) ) TaANS»h£SPG,<»0.<n«A?ifiT/ (EATB*F.VIH)
49 CONTINJE
50 CGMIINUi
















TABULATION OF Itia DETECTOR SI»iNAL To NCISE iATIC
aRITEib,70)
70 F0&.1AI (' 1 • oX, • QETECrO:^ SIGNAL TO NOISE ciATiO'
l/ax.'fOR FLIiril HEIGilT = 50 .ItlEc^S AND SICE=2UJd 3EIEBSV/)
I.BI1E (6, M)
F0H.1AT ('O' , • ALT. ANGLc' ,Ja, 'DjOflSLUFED 3UN>,JX,'SUrt 4IIH LIGHi CLOD
io',JX,'siiN ^i:a HE«v? sio.-ia cicjdsv/)
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c.l Infrared of surface
vehicle, calculation
using atmospheric model
LOWTRM 6.

